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ABSTRACT
Dual enhanced tubes are widely used in many industrial
areas but they have become a standard in several clean
applications in hydrocarbon processing industry over the last
15 years only.
Although benefits are expected for applications with
fouling process conditions, operators as well as
manufacturers face the lack of operating data with dual
enhanced tubes.
Strong of their success with dual enhanced tubes,
Technip and Wieland have found the possibility to test the
GEWA-PB tubes in industrial conditions thanks to a wellknown European operator.
In an ethylene plant, an existing reboiler installed at the
bottom of the C3 stripping column has been replaced by a
new heat exchanger equipped with dual enhanced tubes. This
reboiler uses quench water to provide the necessary energy to
the column. Quench water is well known to be a fouling fluid
but remains mainly unknown as it covers many different
compositions.
The new heat exchanger was installed and started up in
Fall 2012. Operating data have been recorded over more than
11 months,. According to two different data analysis
methods, no fouling inside the exchanger has been noticed
and the operator has been able to maintain its production at a
high level.
INTRODUCTION
Low-finned and dual enhanced tubes are widely accepted
as standard solution in shell and tube heat exchangers in
many industries such as the air-conditioning, power
generation, hydrocarbon processing as well as machinery and
equipment industry. Most of the considered applications are
clean and the process conditions are controlled. If necessary,
adequate protection, mitigation and cleaning strategies are
considered.
For the hydrocarbon processing industry, substantial
progress has been made in the recent years towards the
qualification of enhanced heat transfer technologies for clean

services in key reboiler and condenser heat exchangers both
in refrigeration and thermal distillation processes, e.g. in
natural gas liquefaction and ethylene plants. However there is
still a significant uncertainty towards broad application,
especially in fouling applications. For these key applications
it is very attractive to further investigate the behaviour of
enhanced heat transfer technologies in open-loop cooling
water and quench water environments.
Besides laboratory testing the key for an industrial
application is the proof of the concept and qualification in the
field. The fouling behaviour of a Wieland dual enhanced
GEWA-PB tube has been investigated in a recent field trial
with quench water. A tube bundle has been installed in an
ethylene plant during the shut-down as a reboiler in a C3
stripper unit .The heating on the tube side of the reboiler was
realized by quench water. The field data results are presented
as well as the implication on the design.
The limiting factor using low-fin and dual enhanced
tubes is in many cases the lack of information on the
behaviour in fouling situations. Especially in the process
industry the operating conditions can vary substantially and
the process heat exchanger equipment needs to perform
adequately over a long period of time, at least between shut
down cycles. Additional cleaning of the heat exchanger
equipment leads to additional unwanted downtime, loss of
production and in many cases complex procedures.
Dual enhanced tubes in copper and copper-nickel are
widely used in cooling water systems with open cooling
tower in the air-conditioning and refrigeration industry.
Important for a proper functioning is the good treatment of
the cooling water with respect to scaling linked to CaSO4
deposit, particulate fouling as well as bio-fouling. Extensive
studies to confirm the stable operation of distinct dual
enhanced tubes with their sophisticated internal fin structures
have been carried out [2, 3, 4].
In the hydrocarbon processing industry low-finned tubes
have been applied successfully in fouling services in refining
applications for reboiler and condensers [5, 6] as well as
crude oil pre-heating trains [7]. Most of these references have
been realized in debottlenecking and capacity expansion
situations. Therefore these references have to be handled
carefully with respect to a general acceptance for all these
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services. Considering that the additional energy consumption
as well as all related operational costs due to fouling are
estimated to 0.25 % of the Gross Domestic Product of the
industrialized countries [8], the attractiveness to improve
operability of heat exchanger equipment and process units is
very high.
Over the last 15 years Wieland enhanced GEWA-PB and
–KS tubes in carbon steel have been applied and developed to
a standard technology in Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and
ethylene plants [1]. The primary applications are for clean
refrigeration and separation processes with clean C2 and C3
hydrocarbon and refrigeration type fluids. In LNG plants
these are C3 chillers and condensers for the propane precooling cycle to cool the feed gas and the mixed refrigerant,
respectively. For ethylene plants the preferred application is
for distillation towers: reboilers and condensers as well as
refrigerant condensers for the ethylene and propylene
refrigerant loop.
To further broaden the application of enhanced heat
transfer technologies interesting applications for both
GEWA-PB and –KS tubes have been identified for heat
exchanger equipments working with cooling water as well as
quench water in ethylene plants.
For cooling water applications it can be referred to
existing experience in the air-conditioning and refrigeration
industry, thereby transferring the design information
appropriately to adequate condenser or gas and liquid cooling
applications in the hydrocarbon processing industry.
However in the case of quench water a further test is
required to qualify dual enhanced tubes for such reboiler
applications. To carry through such an industrial field test an
ethylene plant operator in Europe with a naphtha cracker has
been very supportive, providing the opportunity to replace an
existing plain tube stab-in reboiler in a C3 stripping column
by a new heat exchanger equipped with the dual enhanced
GEWA-PB tubes. The pre-requirement for such a field test
was the proper instrumentation with flow meter, temperature
and pressure sensors.
The thermal rating of the stab-in reboiler has been
carried through by Technip France Heat Transfer Dept., see
Error! Reference source not found..

called cracked gas. The cracked gas is cooled down in several
steps before being compressed in the cracked gas compressor.
One of the cooling steps includes direct contact with cold
quench water, which is fed to the top of the quench water
column. The hot quench water leaves the quench water
column via the quench water settler at about 80°C. The warm
quench water is used in downstream unit operations to
recover the energy. Surplus energy of the quench water is
removed by cooling water and air coolers and therefore lost
to atmosphere.
The cracked gas is separated via cryogenic unit
operations and distillation into different fractions, one of
them being the C3 fraction at the top of the depropanizer
column.
The C3 fraction contains propylene (C3H6), propane
(C3H8), Methyl-acetylene and propadiene (C3H4, named
MAPD). MAPD are hydrogenated to propylene and propane
with hydrogen coming from cryogenic section in the MAPD
hydrogenation reactor. This hydrogen stream also contains
methane due to the nature of the cryogenic step.
The purpose of the C3 stripper is to remove these light
components as well as remaining C2 cut that might come
from external C3 sources like refinery grade propylene.
The C3 stripper is reboiled by quench water and
condensed against propylene refrigerant. The reboiler is
always fully submerged in the boiling C3-liquid and the boilup ratio is controlled by the quench water flow rate. The C3
stream from a naphtha cracker usually consists of 95 wt-%
propylene with 5% propane and fewC4’s, which is separated
in the downstream C3 splitters.
Several process parameters are monitored by typical
industrial grade instruments. The flow rate of the quench
water and the sump draw off are measured by flow orifices.
The inlet and outlet quench water temperatures are measured
by PT-100 elements. Also the saturation temperature of the
boiling C3 is measured at the sump draw-off by a PT-100
element.
The pressure differential in the quench water system is
measured by membrane pressure transmitters.

The replacement heat exchanger, has been fabricated by
a local vendor with tubes supplied by Wieland..
FIELD TEST
Ethylene plant process
The purpose of a naphtha steam cracker is to produce
light olefins like ethylene, propylene and butadiene, which
will be used for the production of polymers, rubbers and
other applications.
Naphtha, diluted with steam, is cracked in the cracking
furnaces at temperatures of 800 to 850 °C resulting in a
mixture of steam, hydrogen and all hydrocarbons species,

Figure 1: Plant layout of Naphtha Cracker
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water contents from naphtha
Tablle 2: Examplee of quench wa
crack
king unit

Qu
uench water
In steam ccrackers, ethyylene is obtained by theermal
craacking in furrnaces. The cracked
c
gas needs then tto be
rap
pidly cooled ddown to prevvent degradatiion of the prooduct
yieeld due to seccondary crackking reactions.. The final coooling
(fro
om about 1775°C to 40°C
C) before gaas compressioon is
ach
hieved in thee two towers in series; prrimary fractioonator
followed by queench water tower. The craccked gas is coooled
wn in quench tower by direect contact wiith a closed looop of
dow
circculating quennch water in the tower. The
T heated quuench
waater will then be used as a heating meedium, e.g. foor C3
spllitting applicattions such as the
t C3 strippeer- reboiler.
When facinng the questioon about the composition
c
oof the
queench water, few accurate data are av
vailable todayy and
gen
nerally the beest answer yoou can get is “Quench waater is
queench water!!”.
In fact thee compositionn of quench
h water will vary
dep
pending on maany parameterrs:
- The type of ccracker: gas crracking vs. naaphtha crackinng;
- The quality oof the availablle water on sitte;
- Managementt of quenchh water cleean-up (draiining,
filtration, etcc.)
me data colleccted on severaal projects from
m gas
As examples som
craacking processses and naphthha cracking prrocesses are shhown
in Table
T
1 and T
Table 2.
able 1: Exampples of quenchh water conten
nts from gas
Ta
craacking units
Coke particles

Ta
ar particles

Estimated quaantity
Diameterr
Estimated deensity
Estimated quaantity
Diameterr

Aromatics

Estimated deensity
Estimated quaantity

Norm
mal 5 / max 50 ppm
m wt
0.3 mm in averagee
25
2 mm maximum
m
1200 kg/m3
Norrmal 300 / max 40000
ppm wt
0.15
5 mm avg. (0.01 m
mm
miin./0.25 mm maxx.)
1100 kg/m3
1% weight

Com
mponent
Gassoline
Fueel Oil
Ethylene
Ethane
Propane

ppm
m weight
200
400
Traces
T
Traces
T
Traces
T

In the presentt case a compoosition analysis was perform
med
on th
he circulating quench waterr issued from naphtha crackking
process plant by th
he Institut Alppha [9], see Taable 3.
Tablle 3: Composition of the quuench water ciirculating in thhe
stab--in reboiler
415 mg/l
155 mg/l

KW
W-Index (C-10 to C-40)
Vollatile aromatic hydrocarbons
(Ben
nzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene,
E
Xyylene,
Cum
mene & Styrene)
Poly
ycyclic aromatic
c hydrocarbons
(Naaphthalene, Acena
aphthene)

153 mg/l

The KW-indeex [10] coverrs componentts of mineral oil
betw
ween C10 and
d C40 with a boiling pointt between 175°C
and 525°C.
5
Volatiile aromatics aare primarily benzene,
b
tolueene,
ethyll-benzene and
d xylene, alsoo called BTX
X. They are shhort
chain
n hydrocarbon
ns not coveredd by the KW-iindex and cann act
as well
w as solven
nts. The polyccyclic aromatics hydrocarbbons
coveer a very widee group of thoousands differrent componeents.
The components stated
s
in Tablee 3 belong to the
t group of light
poly
ycyclic aromattics. No heavvier componen
nts indicating the
preseence of tar hav
ve been measuured.
Figure 2 repreesents typicall quench water fouling in a gas
crack
ker plant. Thee industry staandard of foulling managem
ment
is to
o promote a relative
r
high flow velocity
y to increase the
sheaar stress at the tube wall therreby minimiziing deposits.

C2‐ Light
Ends

Coondenser
C3 from Depropanize
er
C3
3 Offgas from Polymerplan
nt
Refinerypropylen
ne

C3 Stripper Column
F5121

T5184

Quenchwate
er
PD7248

Stab‐in Rebboiler
T5185

T5150

F5122

Propylene/Propaane
to C3‐Splitter

Figu
ure 3: C3 Strip
pping unit witth stab-in HEX
X and
instrrumentation

BOILER DES
SIGN
REB
Operating condittions
gure 2: Tar deeposits on a pllate of a plate and frame heeat
Fig
excchanger usingg quench waterr

The reboiler installed at thhe bottom of the C3 strippping
colum
mn, see Figurre 3, is perforrming partial vaporization of
o a
mixtture made of 95%
9
wt propyylene and 5% wt propane with
w
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tracces of ethane and lighter products. It op
perates at 28°C
C and
13..5 bar abs.
The energy to the columnn is provided by
b quench waater at
78 °C and 4.5 baar abs. The design duty is 649 kW.

n double
Tablle 4: Compariison between eexisting and new
enhaanced tube heaat exchangers
Tub
be Type

Plain tube

Double
enhanced
GEWA-PB tu
ube
(new)

(existing)

This exchannger operatess in pool boiiling mode. H
HTRI
sofftware [11] has been seelected for the design uusing
corrrelations for the GEWA-P
PB tube deveeloped by Tecchnip
Fraance Heat Tran
ansfer Departm
ment and Wielland-Werke A
AG.
hanced tube heat
h
exchang
ger design critteria
Neew double enh
When desiggning the new
w double enhan
nced tube GE
EWAPB
B heat exchangger, following aspects have been considerred:
1. Provide a deesign fully coompliant with
h codes, stanndards
and operator specificationss;
2. Provide a heeat exchangerr that will su
uit perfectly w
within
the same loccation and wiith the same connections
c
aas the
existing one, to avoid adapptation work on
o site;
3. Provide the operator witth a heat ex
xchanger thatt will
perform the rrequired duty and meet the allowable preessure
drop. Furtheermore no disturbance
d
sh
hall occur dduring
operation of the plant;
4. Provide a deesign that willl allow follow
wing the behaaviour
of the heat eexchanger wiith regard to quench waterr and
specifically tthe double enhhanced tubes.

Shell internal diametter (mm)
TEM
MA heat exchange
er type
Num
mber of U tubes
Tub
be outside diamete
er (mm)
Num
mber of passes
Effeective area (m²)
(bassed on outside barre area)
Tub
be side quench wa
ater
velo
ocity (m/s)
Internal fouling therm
mal
resisstance (m².K/W)
Exteernal fouling therrmal
resisstance (m².K/W)
Totaal fouling thermal
resisstance (%)

66
62
B‐‐U
153
25.00
4
24.4

82
19.05
6
9.1

0.31

1.50

0.00026

0.00026

0.00017

0

Over 40%

Over 65%

a. Plain
n tube bundle

To address ffirst and seconnd aspects it has
h been decidded to
keeep the same shhell diameter, connection siize, location aand to
wo
ork with a heaat exchanger manufacturerr recommendeed by
thee operator.
Regarding tthe third and fourth aspectss, the heat traansfer
areea that will bbalance the heat
h
transfer has been deefined
con
nsidering the flow regimee inside tubes and the rissk of
fou
uling.
Co
omparison of heat exchangger geometriees & design

b. GEWA-PB tube buundle

The existingg heat exchannger is a B-U TEMA type, i.e. a
B type
t
head forr quench wateer distribution
n and U tubess. The
dessign comparisson of the tubbe bundle for both the plainn and
duaal enhanced tuube is shown Table
T
4.
With the 4-ppass design, the
t quench waater velocity iinside
thee tube is of 00.31 m/s. Acccording to Tecchnip France Heat
Traansfer Departtment experieence, the reccommended w
water
vellocity should be in the rannge of 1 to 2.5 m/s to enssure a
suffficient heat trransfer and liimit fouling. Since the opeerator
allo
ows for a highher pressure drop
d
the 4 passs tube side ddesign
hass been replaceed by a 6 tubbe pass design
n. The new ddesign
witth GEWA-PB
B tubes results in a water vellocity of 1.5 m
m/s.
For the heaat exchanger with
w plain tub
bes the insidee and
outtside fouling tthermal resisttances are app
plied onto thee bare
tub
be areas, respectively. In the
t fouling co
onditions, the total
fou
uling thermal resistance reppresents over 40% of the ovverall
theermal resistancce.

Figu
ure 4: Tube layout of plain (a) and replaccement tube
GEW
WA-PB (b)
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Since the C3 mixture is a clean product no fouling is
considered for the external enhanced area. Nevertheless
quench water is a fouling fluid so internal fouling resistance
was kept and applied to the internal enhanced surface.
However with the double enhanced surface the overall heat
transfer has increased substantially, thereby increasing the
contribution of the fouling resistance to the overall heat
transfer resistance.
The tube pitch was also increased in order to distribute
homogeneously the tube arrangement on the tubesheet and
manage the increased vapor rate due to high effectiveness of
the tubes, Table 4, for tubesheet layout comparison.

Whereas the overall heat transfer coefficient (Uo) corresponds
to:

Ao
A
1
1
  Rw 
 R fo  R fi o
U o ho
hi * Ai
Ai

3

and the wall thermal resistance to:
4
First method:
For this first method it was assumed that there is no
fouling on the shell side. In this case equation (3) can be
expressed as:

RESULTS
Description of raw data
While the process was running the following data were
recorded every 2 hours for a period of approx. 11 months
(October 2012 to September 2013):

R fi 

Ai 1
A 1 Ai
1
 i

Rw 
Ao U o Ao ho Ao
hi

5

The overall heat transfer coefficient Uo can be
determined from equation (2). The wall thermal resistance Rw
can be determined from the tube geometry and the thermal
conductivity of the tube material. Further the heat transfer
coefficients on the shell side (ho) and on the tube side (hi) are
obtained from laboratory measurements with water and pure
propane.

Tube side:
 Quench water inlet temperature (Twi)
 Quench water outlet temperature (Two)
 Quench water mass flow rate (Mw)
 Quench water pressure drop
Shell side:
 The saturation temperature of the hydrocarbon
mixture.
Two methods have been used to determine the fouling
heat transfer resistance. These 2 methods are described
below. It should be noted that the quench water flow rate is
not constant as it can be seen in Figure 5.
We also checked the possibility to follow the fouling
level thanks to the evolution of the quench water pressure
drop. But as this pressure drop is measured upstream the flow
control valve this is the sum of the pressure drop of the valve
and the pressure drop of the exchanger that is recorded and so
it was not possible to use this information.

The weak point of this method is related to the slight
difference between laboratory and plant process fluid
qualities.
Second method:
For this second method the heat exchanger is considered
as clean at start-up. In this case the overall heat transfer
coefficient (Uclean) that will be the reference line yields:

1
U clean



Ao
1
 Rw 
ho
hi * Ai

6

When fouling arises the overall heat transfer coefficient
(Uf) is expressed as:
Data reduction method
The duty of the heat exchanger can be determined based
on the inlet-outlet temperature difference and mass flow rate
of the quench water as follow:

Q  M w * C p * (Twi  Two )

1

The duty can also be expressed as:

Q  U o * Ao * LMTD

2

Ao
A
1
1

 Rw 
 R fo  R fi o
U f ho
hi * Ai
Ai

7

Only the experimental data for which the saturation
temperature is between 23°C and 28°C will be considered.
Figure 5 shows that only few point at start-up (32 over 1355
points) were not in this range. Based on the actual heat flux
analysis and on the laboratory measurement of the heat
transfer coefficient shell side it can be considered that the
heat transfer coefficient shell side is constant for all
measurement data. It was assumed similarly to the first
method that there is no fouling shell side.
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a giv
ven Re number this linearr fit will give the overall heat
h
transsfer coefficien
nt considered uunder clean co
ondition (Ucleaan).
After 190 hours, it can bee seen that th
hese data are not
anym
more in good
d agreement. For a given Re number (i.e.
(
given
n velocity) the
t
overall hheat transfer coefficient (U
( f)
decreases due to
t the foulling thermal resistance. In
bination with
h equation ((9) these infformation alllow
comb
deterrmining the tu
ube side foulinng thermal ressistance.

Fig
gure 5: Quennch water floow rate and mixture saturration
tem
mperature.

The weak po
oints of this m
method are th
he assumptionn of
consstant shell side
s
heat trransfer coeffficient and the
assum
mption that th
here is no fouuling in the very first hours of
operration.
d Test Resultts
Field

When the ttube side heatt transfer coeefficient (hi) iis the
sam
me for the cleean and the foouling case (ii.e. same veloocity),
equ
uation (6) subtracted from equation
e
(7) yields:
y

A
1
1

 R fi o
U f U clean
Ai

8

onsequently thhe tube side fouling factor iss:
Co

 1
1  Ai
R fif  

*
U

 f U clean  Ao

9

It is importan
nt to underlinee that there is some uncertainty
in th
he measuremeents since the implemented
d instruments and
theirr correspondin
ng accuracy w
were selected
d to monitor the
process and not to
t measure thhe fouling thermal resistannce.
h as the quen
nch water inleet and outlet temperatures are
Such
not measured dirrectly at the inlet and ou
utlet of the heat
h
hanger but a feew meters awaay. This can be
b seen on Figgure
exch
3 wh
here the quen
nch water inleet and outlet temperatures are
taken
n by PT-10
00 representeed by T518
84 and T51185,
respeectively.
In Figure 7, the fouling thhermal resistaance is descriibed
by tw
wo methods, described
d
abovve.

At this staage, the tubbe side fouling resistancce is
dettermined for the clean ovverall heat trransfer coeffiicient
(Uclean
). Figure 6 shows the overall heat transfer
t
coeffiicient
c
vs. Reynolds nuumber (Re). The
T data poin
nts with dark dots
weere taken durinng the first 1990 hours after plant start-upp and
aree consideredd to be unnder clean conditions. The
meeasurement daata taken afterr 190 hours are shown in w
white
dotts.

Figu
ure 7: Fouling thermal ressistance tube side. methodd 1dark
k dots, method
d 2-white dots
The fouling th
hermal resistaance calculated
d with the firsst or
the second
s
method have the saame behaviourr with some shift
s
of th
he absolute value. It is suspeected that the rapid changees of
the fouling
f
therm
mal resistance values over time are maiinly
due to
t transient op
perating condiitions.

Fig
gure 6: Overaall heat transfeer coefficient vs.
v Re
For the firstt 190 hours thhere was an ex
xcellent agreeement
bettween the ovverall heat trransfer coefficient and thee Re
num
mber (See linnear correlation of dark dotss in Figure 6)). For

The sometim
mes negativee fouling theermal resistaance
someetimes - which is not possiible - is relateed to the way the
referrence line with a linear reggression was determined.
d
E
Even
if theere is fouling it should be ppointed out that in all cases the
fouliing thermal reesistance is sm
maller than 0.0
00015 m²K/W.
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CONCLUSIONS
In order to study and validate the use of GEWA-PB dual
enhanced tube with a fouling fluid the quench water in
reboiler installed at the bottom of the C3 stripping column
has been replaced in an European ethylene plant.
The new heat exchanger has been successfully operated
under industrial conditions over more than 11 months.
More than 1365 operating points representing 11 months
of monitoring have been collected. They have been reduced
using two different approaches. In both cases, no particular
fouling of the heat exchanger equipped with the GEWA-PB
tubes has been identified.
Today the operator is completely satisfied by the
performance of the equipment.
We will continue to collect the data and analyze them in
order to improve our knowledge and ensure the follow-up but
this exchanger is now become a “full production” exchanger.
The available results are promising for the use of the
GEWA-PB tubes with quench water service.
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NOMENCLATURE
Ao
Ai
cp
do
di
ho
hi
k
LMTD
Mw
Rw
Rfi
Rfo
Q
Twi
Two
Uo
Uclean
Uf

outside envelope surface at fin tip (m²)
internal surface at internal root fins (m²)
quench water heat capacity (J/kgK)
tube outside diameter (mm)
tube inside diameter (mm)
heat transfer coefficient shell side (W/m²K)
heat transfer coefficient tube side (W/m²K)
wall thermal conductivity (W/mK)
Log Mean Temperature Difference
quench water mass flow rate (kg/s)
wall thermal resistance (m²K/W)
fouling factor tube side (m²K/W)
fouling factor shell side (m²K/W)
duty (W)
quench water inlet temperature (°C)
quench water outlet temperature (°C)
overall heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
overall heat transfer coefficient, clean condition
(W/m2K)
overall heat transfer coefficient, fouling condition
(W/m²K)

C2
C3

hydrocarbon molecule with 2 C atoms
hydrocarbon molecule with 3 C atoms
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